
eArcades.com Announces Update of Free Online Games Database  

 

Free online games host eArcades.com has recently announced the addition 

of new items on its database. The site is prompted by enthusiastic gamer 

traffic to improve its listing and to continue to come up with strategies that 

will encourage more users to join the site. 
 

eArcades.com plans to add more free online games after its first week saw the sing up of 

2,000 eager gamers. Both guest and signed up players average 100 minutes on the site 

and it is this enthusiasm that Internet Marketing Services (IMS), owner of the website, 

wants to sustain. 

 

eArcades.com continues to see a growing number of membership after its successful 

debut week. With already 5,000 free online games to offer, it seemed natural that players 

would patronize the site. However, IMS does not want to stop there and have just 

recently added several browser-playable games to eArcades’ bulging database.  

 

For those who are still unfamiliar with the site, IMS explains how it works. Gamers 

simply have to go to eArcades.com and browse through the free online games available. 

Then they just have to click on the game they want to play, wait a few seconds for it to 

load, then they are good to play. A 15-second reminder from sponsor will appear while 

the game loads. The website has a choice of free online games that range from simple to 

sophisticated, all of which can be played directly from a browser. All that players 

basically need is a mouse or keyboard to enjoy the 15 different gaming categories 

eArcades.com has to offer.  

 

The games can easily be shared to friends and family through the different social media 

platforms that support eArcades.com. The site also encourages gamers to share their 

score with others so they can compare their skills with players from all over the world. 

This gives each user the opportunity to improve their gaming skills and meet new friends 

as well. 

 

Having been around the Internet business since 2007, IMS acknowledges that it is not an 

easy task to venture into the gaming industry. It is a fiercely competitive territory but for 

IMS, the most important thing right now is that they are bringing fun to thousands of 

users through free online games.  
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